Report
From where the refugees receive
water?
A large number of refugees left their country because of the wars that are led there –
like Syria, Iran, Iraq and many others . They run into different countries, but often
don`t stay in one for a long time. They want to go to a country, which is welldeveloped economically and politically.
Bulgaria also accepts refugees. Many of them cause troubles and problems, but
there are good ones, who only want to live in peace. From where the refugees in
Bulgaria receive water? Since the beginning of the year, over 11,000 refugees have
arrived here, most of them Syrian. Many of them prefer to go to Germany because of
the good conditions that are offered there. One of the main tasks of the countries is
to ensure a pleasant stay for these foreigners. Not all of the refugees go to a nice
camp. Most of them fall into poorly maintained premises without food, water and
heating. But some fall into well maintained housing. They have a constantly-assured
hot meal, a laundry room, all are healthy, and hygiene is at a very high level. Many
refugee children study in a Bulgarian school too.
Bulgarians receive water from different mineral springs. Our country is a true natural
paradise, because people, animals and plants here can feel the curative power of all
the mineral water species known in the world. Since ancient times the healing and
spiritual power of the water has been well known in our lands. The natural mineral
springs such as Serdika (today Sofia), Pautalia (Kyustendil), Germanea (Sapareva
Banya), Augusta Trayana (Stara Zagora), Medius (Sandanski) were known and used.
The water from these springs goes to treatment plants. There it goes through filters
to be purified. After long purification processes, the water reaches homes or goes to
factories to be bottled. In the way of logic, refugees who stay in Bulgaria, use the
water from our springs. It is true that many Bulgarians and refugees don`t get any
water, especially clean and drinkable. Few of them, lucky enough to get water, think
it is very tasty. Like every country, ours also have places, where the water is dirty and
inappropriate for drinking and bathing. We work on this problem and we do all we
can to solve it. One day all of our water will be clean and ready for using from the
people.

